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order and cannot adapt to an evolving query

ABSTRACT:

workload, humiliating the filtering work
In the information filtering system, the
clients publish to a server with repeated
queries that explicit their information needs
and get disclosed every time relevant
information is published. To do this work in
an efficient way, servers employ indexing
schemes that holds quick meet of the
incoming

information

with

the

query

database. Such indexing schemes involve (i)
main-memory trie-based data structures that
cluster similar queries by capturing common
elements between them and (ii) efficient
filtering

mechanisms

that

exploit

this

clustering to achieve high throughput and
low filtering times. However, indexing
schemes are sensitive to the query insertion
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over time. Here, we present an adaptive triebased algorithm that gives better current
techniques by relying on query statistics to
rearrange the query database. Contradictory
to previous methods used, we show that the
nature of the constructed tries, rather than
their compactness, is the determining factor
for efficient filtering performance. Our
algorithm does not depend on the order of
insertion of queries in the database, manages
to cluster queries even when clustering
possibilities are limited, and achieves its
filtering

time

improvement

over

its

competitors. Finally, we will demonstrate
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that our solution is easily extensible to

different from information retrieval (IR)

multi-core machines.

applications like search engines.

INTRODUCTION:

Specifically, in IR when a query is posed, a
single search is executed and the current

IN recent years, information filtering (IF)
applications (also known as information
dissemination or publish/subscribe), such as
news alerts, weather monitoring, and stock
quotes, have gained popularity.

the information avalanche and the cognitive
overload associated with it. For the case of
news alerts, digital libraries, or RSS feeds,
where the data of interest is mostly textual,
users express their needs using information
languages

(e.g.,

user. Contrary, in IF the server indexes the
user queries rather than the data and
evaluates newly published data items against
the stored continuous queries.

Such applications assist users to cope with

retrieval

matching data items are presented to the

In more detail, the problem of information
filtering may be defined as follows: given a
database DB of continuous queries that
reside on a server and an incoming
document d, retrieve all queries q2DB that
match.

Boolean

combinations of keywords or text excerpts

The filtering problem is of high importance

under the Vector Space Model – VSM and

and needs to be solved efficiently, since

submit continuous queries (or profiles) to a

servers are expected to handle millions of

server, thus, subscribing to newly appearing

user queries and high rates of published

documents that will satisfy the query

documents. Efficiency issues were identified

conditions.

by many researchers that proposed tree and
trie-based algorithms for supporting fast

The server will then be responsible for
notifying the subscribed users automatically
whenever a new document that matches
their information needs is published.

libraries, or even users who post new items
blogs,

social

media,

and

attribute-based, semi-structured XML) and
query languages (e.g., Boolean, VSM), both
for main-memory and secondary storage.

Publishers can be news feeds, digital

to

filtering under various data models (e.g., flat

Internet

communities. This functionality is very
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However, all these approaches use a greedy
clustering method that is sensitive to the
insertion order of submitted queries and do
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not

consider

that

an

evolving

query

workload might require the reorganization
of the query database to achieve efficient
filtering performance.

Special Issue

those strategies in order to compare their
tradeoffs.
Index

Structures

for

Information

Filtering under the Vector Space Model

LITERATURE SURVEY:

The author’s study what data structures and
algorithms can be used to efficiently

Introduction to Information Retrieval

perform large-scale information filtering
In

this

paper,

methodologies
Information

some
and

new

indexing

applications

Retrieval

(IR)

has

in
been

presented. Some new algorithms with high
coverage of IR applications have been
introduced by this paper. Main strategy is
introducing

and evaluating

Information

Retrieval basic applications and modulation.
Some future directions in IR methodologies
and evaluations are the other subjects and
focuses on this paper.
Batched

under the vector space model, a retrieval
model established as being effective. They
apply the idea of the standard inverted index
to index user profiles. They devise an
alternative to the standard inverted index, in
which they, instead of indexing every term
in a profile, select only the significant ones
to index. They evaluate their performance
and show that the indexing methods require
orders of magnitude fewer I/Os to process a
document than when no index is used. They

Processing

for

Information

also show that the proposed alternative
performs better in terms of I/O and CPU

Filters

processing time in many cases.
This paper describes batching, a novel
technique in order to improve the throughput

Document

of an information filter (e.g. message broker

Networks

or publish & subscribe system). Rather than
processing

each

message

individually,

incoming messages are reordered, grouped
and a whole group of similar messages is
processed. This paper presents alternative
strategies

to

do

batching.

Extensive

performance experiments are conducted on
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Filtering

With

Inference

We develop a new approach for text
document filtering based on automatic
construction of filtering profiles using
Bayesian

inference

network

learning.

Bayesian inference networks, based on
probability

theory,

offer

a

suitable
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framework to harness the uncertainty found

reorganization of the query information to

in the nature of the filtering problem. In

realize efficient filtering performance.

order to learn the networks effectively, we
explore

three

different

techniques

for

DISADVANTAGE:

high

The problem of data filtering could also be

predictive power are automatically obtained

outlined as follows: given information of

from the training document content. Our

continuous queries that reside on a server

approach does not need to know in advance

and an incoming document, retrieve all

the subject or content of documents as well

queries that match document. The filtering

as the information needs expressed as topics.

drawback is of high importance and desires

A series of experiments on a set of topics

to be resolved with efficiency, since servers

were conducted on two large-scale real-

are expected to handle numerous user

world document corpora. The empirical

queries

results

documents.

discretization.

Good

features

demonstrate that

of

our Bayesian

inference network learning with advanced

and

high

rates

of

revealed

PROPOSED SYSTEM:

discretization achieves better performance
The main aim behind the proposed method

over the simple naive Bayesian approach.

is

EXISTING SYSTEM:

to

use

tries

to

capture

common

components of queries, equally but, the key

Efficiency problems were known by several
researchers that proposed tree and trie-based
algorithms for supporting quick filtering
below numerous information models (e.g.,
flat attribute-based, semi-structured XML)
and query languages (e.g., Boolean, VSM),
each for main-memory and external storage.
However, of these approaches use a greedy
cluster technique that's sensitive to the
insertion order of submitted queries and
don't take into account that an evolving
query work would possibly need the
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variations with these approaches lie (i) the
gathering and utilization of statistics on the
importance of keywords within the indexed
queries, (ii) the reorganization of the query
information according each to word and
query

importance,

and

(iii)

the

demonstration that the character of the trie
forest is additional necessary than its
compactness once it involves filtering
efficiency. Apparently, all previous works
were aiming at minimizing the dimensions
of the trie forest, since there was an implicit
conjecture that a little forest would lead to
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lower filtering times as a result of less node

not only basic Boolean operators, but also

visits.

more complex constructs, such as proximity
operators and attributes.

ADVANTAGE:

We believe that offering an efficient

Here we uses linguistic method of concepts

Boolean filtering service (possibly alongside

because

large

a more popular model like VSM) is a

amounts of data, including texts, audios, and

valuable addition to any text filtering setup.

videos, they are trained to search for

Boolean IR/IF is still the model of choice of

essential information among piles of data.

advanced users that want total control of

Through this process, linguists gain intuition

their results and is widely supported in

as

systems of major stakeholders like Google’s

to

linguists

where

read

and

through

how

to

approach

information.

advanced search/alert mechanisms.

To support continuous queries that are
comprised of conjunctions of keywords
linguistic method used and it may be used as
a basis for query languages that support not

Such systems, that are meant to cope with a
high

workload

and

are

designed

for

efficiency, are possible applications for our
work.

only basic Boolean operators, but also more
complex constructs, such as proximity
operators and attributes.
Here we use an efficient Boolean filtering
service (like Vector Space Model Queries) is
a valuable addition to any text filtering
setup. It is best used for index terms.

IMPLEMENTATION:
Information filtering
Our method uses linguistically motivated
concepts,

such

as

words,

to

support

User profiles and alert services

continuous queries that are comprised of

The

conjunctions of keywords and may be used

importance of query insertion order and its

as a basis for query languages that support
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first

algorithm

to

identify

the
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influence in the filtering time was Algorithm

to

RETRIE.

recommendations/predictions.

Algorithm RETRIE introduced the concept

Moreover, sophisticated user profiling has

of

poorly

also been used to promote personalized IR

indexed queries and re-indexed them in

systems that focus on improving retrieval

better positions, achieving a limited form of

effectiveness.

query

relocation;

identified

deliver

better

content

re-organization in the query database. it was
still heavily dependent on the initial creation

Dissemination

of the tries, which in turn was influenced by

Algorithms RETRIE and TREE, while

query insertion order.

presenting low sensitivity to query database

Contrary to the aforementioned approaches,

size, query length, and document size.

our proposal is the first in the literature that

Although Algorithm STAR-HR is designed

emphasizes on the reorganization of the

for query databases that are unfocused and

query database and addresses the issue of

cover thematically a wide variety of topics,

query insertion order.

it performs well in terms of filtering time
both for focused query databases with
restricted vocabularies and real-life query

Indexing methods
Other

approaches

included

statistical

logs.

filtering systems, such as that uses Latent

Our experiments showed that Algorithm

Semantic

incoming

STAR-HR outperforms its competitors in

documents and that utilises network-based

terms of filtering time for various document

profile representations to better identify user

sizes.

interests and cope with the curse of

Insertion and re-organization times for

dimensionality in VSM.

STAR-HR are also efficient as it proves

Adaptive filtering focuses also on profile

faster than its competitors due to the

effectiveness and considers the adaptation of

placement of rare words near trie roots.

VSM

Indexing

queries

and

to

filter

their

dissemination

thresholds.
In order to enhance user information
discovery developed a novel statistical latent
class model that applies user/item grouping
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Limitations of the proposed family of
algorithms include

register

(i)

reduced efficiency on limited
query vocabularies and/or very

login

short continuous queries,
(ii)
Information filtering
user
database server

increased memory usage for
indexing

queries

disjunctions

as

with

the

different

disjoints need to be split and
user profiles and alert services

indexed at different tries, and
(iii)

Corpus-dependent
parameter/algorithm setup.

indexing methods
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